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Abstract 
Artificial immune systems (AIS) are a class of computationally intelligent systems which consider many 

properties of natural immune system .Several AIS are widely used in different application areas such as 
classification, clustering, web mining, virus detection, learning, image processing, robotics control, bio-informatics 
and anomaly detection. Among this classification and clustering are widely used areas. Most of the the artificial 
immune system used in the classification and clustering area make use some key features of AIS such as feature 
extraction, recognition and learning. This paper gives an effective survey aboutartificial immune systems which are 
used in the classification and clustering areasand also make use of the features such as feature selection, pattern 
recognition and machine learning. 
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I. Introduction 
The artificial immune systems (AIS) are used 

for modeling the natural immune system [5] which 
comes under the class of computationally intelligent 
system. Properties of AIS [17] include robustness, 
adaptability, diversity, turnover of components and 
autonomy. There are several application areas are there 
for AIS [7] [5] which can be summarized as follows, 
classification and clustering, anomaly detection, 
computer security, learning, image processing ,robotics 
,virus detection and web mining. 

Classification/clustering are most widely used 
application area of AIS. Classification and clustering 
requires feature selection, recognition and learning, 
which are the key features of artificial immune system.  

Clustering is a way to automatically derive 
broad patterns or structures from a corpus sometimes 
referred to as an unsupervised learning approach. 
Classification is the step of mapping object to known 
classes whose side effects is clustering, it require 
derivation of classes or training a classifier [16]. 

Classification and clustering make use of 
feature selection, recognition and learning. Feature 
selection is to find the minimally sized feature subset that 
is necessary and sufficient to the target concept. For 
feature selection we make sure that classification 
accuracy does not significantly decrease [10].clustering 
uses mainly 3 models such as filter, wrapper and hybrid 
model for feature selection [15].the goal of pattern 
recognition (PR) is the classification of data, object or 
patterns into categories. For this purpose it examine how 
machines can extract information ,learn to recognize 

patterns and make decision based on the category of the 
pattern [1].different classification technique and cluster 
analysis are used for recognition. 

Machine learning [18] focus on finding patterns 
from asset of data coming from a source of interest. 
Feature based and similarity based approaches are two 
main machine learning techniques. Machine learning 
used in both classification and clustering application in 
different ways .some application give the definition of 
machine learning as the ability of a machine to improve 
it document classification performance [6]. 

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 
presents about the artificial immune classification 
system. Section 3 discusses the artificial immune 
clustering systems. The conclusion of this paper is given 
in section 4.  
 

II. Artificial Immune Classification 
Systems 
Classification is the most widely used 

application area of AIS. Artificial immune classification 
system present some artificial immune system which 
comes under this area and also make use of the features 
like feature selection , pattern recognition and machine 
learning of AIS, which is shown in fig.1. 
Feature Selection  

There are several paper presented for AIS, which 
support the classification with the help of feature 
selection. Some examples are given as follows. 
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2.1.1 . AIS for Classification with Local Feature 
Selection (AISLFS) 

By the behavior of immune system a new 
classifier is contemplated. Local feature selection [7] can 
be achieved and identified as exclusive specialty of this 
classifier. The combining of antibody evolves an epitope 
and a paratope with antigen observed in amino acid 
residues. Based on this behavior feature selection is 
originated. The energetic residues participate in the 
interaction. All the clonal selection phase antibody 
receptors are obtained. The memory set is built when the 
antibody binding with antigen. The memory set is built 
when the antibody [identifying] and antigen are 
associated together. The memory set can be reduced 
when certain instances are omitted. To reduce the data 
local feature selection and omission of instances are 
undertaken. Processing time reduces when there are 
fewer features to classify. Only a 10% of data was 
necessary to classify, alms 90% of data was reduced 
which is necessary for classification The classifier is 
built with two standard user defined parameters which 
will limit the global and local characteristics of feature 
space searching. Crosschecking was made on the 
classifier to acquire accurate results on the existing 
issues. The K-Nearest Neighboring algorithm, support 
vector machines and Random forest classifier are used 
for testing. Analyzing the results its discovered that the 
achievement of the proposed classifier is producing 
accurate results when compared to other immune 
inspired classifier and other general classifiers. 
2.1.2. Tournament searching method to feature Selection 
(TSM to FS) 

Tournament searching method [6] is introduced 
for feature selection problem. Simulated annealing or 
generic algorithm are already existing methods for 
feature selection, such methods are very complicated. 
The advantages of proposed methods are it is easier to 
use and less complicated. TSM for FS is a simple 
stochastic searching method. This method uses one 
parameter for controlling either local or global searching 
properties of the algorithm. 
Pattern Recognition 

Many papers are presented for AIS, which 
support the classification with the use of pattern 
recognition. Some examples are given as following. 
2.2.1.Immunos-81 

The main objective of this paper is to design a 
pattern recognition engine and it is based on concepts 
derived from mammalian immune systems. The design 
of immune-81 [8] is based on software abstractions of T 
cells, antibodies, and their interactions. Creation of B 
cells population is controlled by the T cells. The b cells 
compete for recognition of ‘unknowns’. The 
measurements for Immunos-81 are, two standard 

machine learning data sets, were used to test the 
recognition capabilities of Immunos-81.The first 
set(Cleveland), consisting of different cases of patients. 
It is usedto perform a ten-way cross-validation. After 
completing the validation runs, the Cleveland dataset was 
used as a training set. This training set is used for 
presentation of the second data set, consisting of multiple 
unknown cases. Immune system offers a viable paradigm 
for the design of pattern recognition systems.immune-81 
is a form of supervised learning system. Compared to 
other machine learning algorithms Immune-81 
performed well. 
2.2.2.AIPR for structure damage classification (AIPR for 
SD) 

There are number of damage detection and 
localization methods have been proposed. Some of them 
explore the structure damage classification problem. This 
paper presents an Artificial Immune Pattern Recognition 
(AIPR) [4] model for the damage classification in 
structures, which incorporates several characteristics of 
the natural immune system.Mimicking immune 
recognition is used to achieve structure damage pattern 
recognition. The main features of mimicking immune 
recognition mechanism are adaptation, evolution, and 
immune learning. Set of sensor nodes are used to collect 
time series data and structure damage classification is 
based on this series of data. The AIPR structure damage 
classifier (AIPR-SDC) consists of two major stages. First 
stage is the data pre-processing and feature extraction. In 
this stage all sensor data is standardized and feature 
vectors are generated, memory cell set and antibody set 
for all the classes are also initialized in the first stage. In 
the second stage, the training antigen stimulates the 
antibody set and thus causes some of antibodies to 
produce clones.  
Machine Learning    

Machine learning is also used in classification in 
order to develop AIS (Artificial Immune System). Some 
examples are given as follows. 
2.3.1.AIS for Intrusion Detection(AIS for ID) 

The objective of AIS for Intrusion Detection 
[12] is to reduce the occurrences of intrusion detection in 
computer networks. The work achieves this through 
integrating artificial algorithm with pattern recognition 
and machine learning. Such a system is developed based 
on the danger theory model of human immune system 
(HIS). The danger model and its application are useful 
for the activation of malicious behavior defense which in 
turn to create a fully decentralized model. The Dendritic 
cell behavior and T-cell mechanisms are the mechanisms 
used in this paper. Such systems are widely used in 
autonomous defense system. 
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2.3.2.ML methods for E-mail Classification (ML for E-
mail) 

In this paper a classifier based on the machine 
learning technique [18] is used to filter out spam emails 
automatically. This method introduce a reliable antispam 
filters. Different machine learning techniques are 
introduced for email classification. Naive Bayes 
classifier method, K-nearest neighbor classifierMethod, 
Artificial Neural Networksclassifier method, Support 
Vector Machines classifier method, Artificial Immune 
Systemclassifier method and Rough sets classifier 
method are most commonly used methods. Naive Bayes 
classifier method is most efficient compared to other 
above mentioned classifier methods.  
 
Artificial Immune System [AIS] 

 
Fig. 1. Classification of AIS based on classification and 

clustering. 
 

III. Artificial Immune Clustering Systems 
Artificial immune clustering system tell about 

how the key features of AIS such as feature selection, 
pattern recognition and machine learning help in several 
AIS, which are comes under the clustering application 
area, which is shown in fig.1.  
Feature Selection  

There are several paper presented for AIS, 
which support the clustering with the help of feature 
selection. Some examples are given as follows. 
3.1.1. AIS for Anomaly Intrusion Detection (AIS for 
AID) 

This paper [13] aim to address the impact of 
feature reduction in anomaly intrusion detection system. 
It also detect clustering attack with the use of bio-
inspired artificial immune network algorithm, this 
algorithm is used on the reduced dataset. One main 
advantage of AIS for AID is robustness since it selects 
only the most significant features instead of selecting all 
the features. Other advantages are detection accuracy and 
reduction of false alarms. This paper is viable when 
compared with k-means clustering method. 
3.1.2.Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) 

Content Based Image Retrieval [11] introduces 
a fuzzy linking approach for noisy image data set. The 
retrieval of images from noisy data set achieved through 
feature extraction and similarity criterion. CBIR system 
allows retrieval of images from a database with improved 

noise tolerance compared to other systems. The 
effectiveness of image retrieval can be enhanced by 
applying artificial immune clustering algorithm. 
Robustness is one of the main advantages of CBIR 
systems. Classic histogram is one of the CBIR systems, 
which have the capacity of solving complex problems. 
Content based image retrieval performs better than 
histogram-based method.  
Pattern Recognition 

Several papers were introduced in AIS which 
support with the help of pattern recognition. Some 
examples are given as follows. 
3.2.1 Immune-Network-based Emergent Pattern 
Recognition (INEPR) 

The objective of INEPR [3] is presents a 
computational model for the emergent pattern 
recognition, based on the immune network theory and 
hierarchical clustering algorithms. Dynamic production 
of internal image for the input data patterns help for the 
emergent pattern recognition. Hierarchical clustering 
algorithms responsible for creation of an antibody 
memory cell clustering; such antibody memory cells are 
formed from the members of internal image.  
Determination of number of clusters used in the memory 
cell clustering is a challenging task. Previous papers need 
to calculate it in advance but INEPR can automatically 
calculate the best number of clusters. Evaluation of graph 
and L method are introduced in INEPR to estimate the 
number of clusters. 
3.2.2.Hybrid Artificial Immune Pattern Recognition 
(HAIPR) 

The objective of Hybrid Artificial Immune 
Pattern Recognition (HAIPR) [2] is introduced an 
unsupervised structural damage pattern recognition based 
on the fuzzy clustering and the artificial immune pattern 
recognition (AIPR). The unavailability of pattern 
information of the training data is one of the limitations 
of unsupervised structural damage pattern recognition. 
The implementation of fuzzy clustering help to overcome 
such unavailability of training data. Quality of memory 
cell can be improved by artificial immune pattern 
recognition method based on an immune learning 
mechanism. Artificial immune pattern recognition 
method is employed to improve the quality of memory 
cells for each damage pattern. The HAIPR for the 
unsupervised damage pattern recognition using the 
IASC—ASCE benchmark structure is better than the 
existing algorithms such as FC-SVM and FC-Naïve 
Bayes. 
Machine Learning   

This section describe about how machine 
learning feature of AIS is used in artificial immune 
systems, which comes under the application area 
clustering. Some examples are given as follows.   
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3.3.1.aiNet 
The aiNet [14] is one among the AIS algorithm 

which can be successfully used in many machine 
learning tasks. The aiNet exploiting the biologically-
inspired features of the immune system and it also 
perform well on elementary clustering tasks. This paper 
proposes the use of the aiNet to more complex task of 
document clustering. The aiNet perform an evolutionary 
process on the raw data based on immune network and 
affinity maturation principles. It will result in reduced 
data redundancy and retrieve good clustering results. In 
order to reduce the time complexity principal component 
analysis is integrated into this method. Finally the results 
are compared with hierarchical agglomerative clustering 
and k-means, which are some classical document 
clustering methods. 
3.3.2.Kernel Based Model for Artificial Immune 
Networks (KM for AIN) 

In this model a kernel based approach [9] was 
introduced. In this approach represent antibodies as 
linear combination of antigens. This allows the definition 
of a mutation mechanism without assuming a vector 
representation of antibodies. The model assumes an 
affinity measure between antigens. This idea is supported 
by shape space concept and present in current models. 
Some tasks for future work are i) to test the use of the 
kernel trick with different kinds of cluster structures ii) 
introduce an idea called antibody saturation. 
 

IV. Conclusion 
  In this paper I made a study about artificial 
immune system (AIS) and I found different application 
areas of AIS. Some of them include classification and 
clustering, optimization, learning, image processing, 
robotics etc. Among these classifications and clustering 
is most widely used, so I made a study about different 
papers, which are used in this area. In these papers 
classification and clustering make use of important 
features of AIS such as feature selection, pattern 
recognition and machine learning. 
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